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immediately as soon as there is any change to our meetings situation.)

The October Virtual Benching
Another lovely mix of wonderful orchids. Thank you all so much for particating and once more sharing the wonder of
your great mix of lovely orchids with the rest of us. Our club seems to have a very healthy future with all the great
growers on their way up through the ranks. You are showing us some really well grown plants. If we ever get to
recommence a pointscore competition, I predict some very different results to past years. Its great to see so much
knowledge, skill, and experience developing all the time.
And once more thank you to Jenny for the wonderful document she has put together again. As a bulletin editor of
some years experience I can see how much work has gone into producing it. And from the pictures of her own orchids
each month she must be enjoying it. Her collection must be substantial these days, and it contains a very wide range.
Pot. Free Spirit ‘Carmela’ ‘benched’ by Trevor & Pauline Onslow
This is my choice for best of the month, even if the choice is
biased by my love for this colour and style of ‘Cattleya’. But
don’t you all agree that this is the most beautiful orchid you have
ever seen? Not little flowers either. They are about 8cm across
the natural spread. Magnificent.
Trevor has it labelled a Potinara, which is exactly what it was
until the taxonomists started re-naming sections of the Laeliinae
family. But now, because all Sophronitis are Cattleyas, some of
the Brassavola are now Rhyncholaelia, and some old Cattleyas
are now Guarianthe, Free Spirit is officially a Rhyncattleanthe.
What a name, nowhere near as attractive as the orchid. Perhaps
the breeders should sue the taxonomists for loss of income.
Registered back in 1990 by H&R Orchids in Hawaii, various
cultivars have been receiving awards since even before the name was
officially published. Overall to date, 16 cultivars have been awarded,
and Carmela is one of the best with an AM of 82 points. The top
awarded cultivar is a pure gold variety called ‘Gold Country’ but I like
Trevor and Pauline’s Carmela best. Since the registration of the cross,
Free Spirit has been the core of a whole range of subsequent breeding.
This type of Cattleya has always been one of Trevor’s loves and he
grows them just so well. I always used to think Cattleyas were for
every grower but I have found over the years that to grow any kind of
orchid really well you have to understand it and give it what it needs. I
do grow a few Cattleyas but I could never be so bold as to describe it as growing them like Trevor does. Perhaps one
day I will understand it all.
Anyway, at least I can always admire the work of the experts like the Onslows, the Bromleys, the Cushways, and all
you other up and comers. A beautiful orchid Trevor & Pauline. I love seeing all your wonderful stuff each month.
The opinions and recommendations published in this bulletin are those of the authors of the various items. The Ku-Ring-Gai Orchid Society Inc
disclaims responsibility for any losses or damages that may be attributed to the use or misuse of any material or any opinion published in this bulletin.
The bulletin and its content are protected by copyright and no part of them may be reproduced or re-used without the permission of the author.
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Society News (if anyone has a news item, please phone Jim on 9476 3383, or email at jimbrydie@bigpond.com )
President Dennys’ Desk – Well, at last some better news is emerging with regard to the COVID pandemic.
Hopefully, the continuing easing of restrictions and availability of vaccines will bring us to close to restarting our
meetings. We have booked the hall for next year with the expectation we will be able to start sometime. I have to say,
I am disappointed we can’t have a Christmas Party. I have always enjoyed our Christmas parties. I wish all members,
their families and friends a safe and happy Christmas and enjoyable holiday period.
Novice treats – Geoff Le Marne has kindly donated 13 orchids of mixed genera to our society for the benefit of our
novice members. Our committee will determine the most enjoyable method of distributing these orchids in a fun and
productive way. I take this opportunity to thank Geoff for his generosity.
Hard quiz – I managed to watch Hard Quiz on ABC IView which “starred” my leaving certificate (1965) chemistry
teacher, Ed Wilson. His specialist subject was epiphytic native Australian orchids. It was a lot of fun and if you get
time, I suggest watch it. He gave Tom Gleeson a run for his money. I contacted Ed after the event and congratulated
him. He said he had a ball but alas, did not sell any of his poetry books, the context of which will click if you watch it.
Member’s welfare – please remember, if you need to speak to someone immediately then you are most welcome to
contact me at any time, 24/7 on 043 88 77 689.
Virtual Benching – This month I found Lee Payne’s Rhyncholaelia digbyana enchanting. It must be a beard thing
with me. Dendrobium thrysiflorum never seems to disappoint with some lovely displays presented by Lee Payne and
Betty Ng. Janine and I were pleased our plant also flowered well this year. The Onslow’s ability to grow such bright
orange flowers is always a pleasure to behold. Thank you to all who submitted photos for all of our VB Issues.
Thank you Jenny for the compilation of the VB over the last 8 months and also Jim for his ongoing collaboration.
Out and about – Janine and I have been itching to take our newly
acquired Toyota RAV4 on a road trip, So we became confident to
do this in late November and drove to Narooma. We, visited family,
had lunch in recovering Mogo, visited the Moruya, Saturday
morning market (wearing our masks) and generally had a nice but
nervous, 4 square metre time. On family advice, we went to visit
Guerilla Bay beach near Mogo, and also went for a nearby walk
through an amazing banksia forest up to Burrewarra Point. The
forest had not been hit by the recent fires but it had suffered badly
from storm damage with so many very large trees blown over.
While there we discovered the flower shown adjacently, growing by
itself in a field of native grasses and bracken. It was easy to see
since it was the only flower in a sea of green. It looked like a feral
hyacinth but on closer inspection it appeared to be an orchid. The
beauty about smartphones is their immediate access to the internet.
While looking at it I tentatively identified it as Dipodium roseum but
I am ok to be corrected. Wikipedia indicates that it is “commonly
known as rosy hyacinth-orchid or pink hyacinth-orchid” and that in “summer it produces a tall flowering stem with up
to fifty pale pink flowers with small, dark red spots”. There was another stem with buds and if all had flowered it
would have been stunning sight. What was amazing, was that it had no leaves.
Future Events
Friday 25th, Christmas Day. – A family celebration at your place. Make sure you have all your preparations and
Christmas shopping complete.
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Orchids I noticed in the Virtual Benching -- Jim Brydie
1. Dendrobium fuerstenbergianum (syn christyanum) - benched by Gowan – This
is a real mouthful of a name that you don’t see every day. In fact I have never seen
one in the flesh as yet. But what else have we come to expect from Gowan. A
master-grower who grows the strangest, rarest orchids, and grows them perfectly.
This is another of the magnificent ‘nigrohirsuite’ group of Dendrobiums (or more
officially ‘Section Formosae’). Fuerstenbergianum is one of the smaller growers in
the group with pseudobulbs to only about 8cm and often smaller, with relatively
large flowers at 5cm across. It flowers in late Summer to Autumn and is closely
picture from Freepik ‘Nakornthai’
related to the similar and better known D. bellatulum. It comes from coolish forests in Thailand at around 1200 m
elevation so it would need some winter protection in Sydney, although in a glasshouse it would also need reasonable
humidity all year round as well as the warmth. In Thailand it gets regular good rainfall from Spring through Autumn
while growing but gets a substantial dry rest in Winter.
The early name ‘nigrohirsuite’ was due to the distinctive and persistent black hairs on the leaves and the leaf sheathes
covering the stems, but as knowledge of the group grew, it was found that at least one species (senile) had white hairs
instead of black, and some species have no hairs at all. As a result, the Section name is now called Sect. Formosae, in
reference to the ‘beautiful flowers’ of the species. One species, is named D. formosanum for the same reason.
Formosae Dendrobiums are not as easy to grow as some others. I have never managed it well and sent at least 3 D.
bellatulum plants to early graves before I gave up. But successful culture is possible with the right treatment and good
growers master it all the time. At the Species orchid society in Sydney I used to marvel every year at the amazing
specimens brought in by Veronica Clowes and others. I am sure it is just another example of having to understand and
provide for them correctly but if you are thinking of giving it a go, find someone who succeeds and get the inside
‘drum’ before starting.
2. Phaius Lady Ramona Harris – ‘benched’ by Lisa Harris.
With a name like Lady Ramona Harris, how could Lisa resist it. From the shape and style of the
flower it looks like a Phaius, but in this case the correct genus is Gastrophaius, a cross between
Phaius and Gastrorchis. The latter being a genus of 8 species found exclusively in Madagascar.
Gastrorchis, Phaius and Calanthe are three closely related genera and many hybrids have been
made between them. At present, Jay Pfahl’s Internet Orchid Species Photo Encyclopedia has
reported that Gastrorchis should now be merged into Phaius but I have also seen a different
treatise by Mark Chase et al. that proposes both Phaius and Gastrorchis be merged into one giant
Calanthe genus. I am not sure where this will end up, so for me they will stay three separate genera for now. It is easy
to see the close relationship between the three genera. They are all semi terrestrial with large pleated leaves and an
upright spike of showy flowers. However, at least morphologically, they seem to be quite different to one another.
Lady Ramona Harris is (Phaius tankervilliae x wallichii) x Gastrorchis pulchra. The first two are similar very large
plants very but the Gastrorchis is much smaller. It has narrower, more slender leaves to perhaps 50 cm, and a 60 cm
spike of beautiful 4cm white flowers with a pink to mauve lip. I would suspect that the cross was made to produce a
more manageable, Phaius like plant with showy flowers, and it has. The Gastorchis are cool growers so they also
make the hybrid growable. A lovely combination that has produced successful result.
3. Epilaeliocattleya Merry Green - Benched by Fred Gorginian
How is this for a great flower in Christmas green and red. Magnificent.
Many may wish I didn’t keep telling you about all the taxonomic name changes, but
then, it’s happening whether we like it or not. So if I tell you, at least then you can
then decide whether to take any notice.
When it was registered in 1997 this was an Epilaeliocattleya but since then the Laelias
in it (purpurata, and xanthina) have become Cattleyas (and I think will stay so), the
Epidendrum (mariae), which had previously been an Encyclia, has become a Prosthechea (and I think it will also stay
so), and all the other species in its make up are Cattleyas. This therefore makes Fred’s orchid a “Cattleychea” (who in
heavens name comes up with these titles - let’s fire him and name by popular vote).
Still, whatever the genus name, I think Merry Green is a perfect hybrid name and this is a
really lovely orchid.
4. Neofinetia falcata ‘Gofukiran’ – ‘benched’ by Gowan Stewart.
What a lovely follow on from last month’s feature write up explaining the history of
‘Fūkiran’ the orchid of the rich. Can you imagine some vassal of a rich Japanese baron
searching the forests for special fukiran and coming across this one on a branch in a tree
somewhere. Panic. If he leaves it rushes back and tell his master and someone steals it, it
may mean his life. It’s a bit like when we find a good orchid on the sales table or at a show.
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Do we buy it now or come back? If we don’t buy it now, it might be gone when we come back. We haven’t changed
much have we.
What a magnificent orchid Gowan. Don’t be surprised if John comes chasing you.
5. Zig Zag Dendrobiums – re Den. keithii ‘benched’ by Lina Huang – There is curious section within the genus
Dendrobium called Section Aporum. These Dendrobium are - Characterized by the initially erect then pendulous,
short to moderately long, leafy stems carrying close spaced to overlapping based, laterally flattened leaves, usually
acute tipped. They bloom with usually lateral small single flowers from a cluster of chaffy bracts or from along an
elongate terminal leafless extension. The flowers are fairly short lived. (from Orchidspecies.com)
Obviously, one doesn’t grow these Dendrobiums for their flowers although many do have quite pretty flowers. The
attractive feature of these species are their fleshy, flattened overlapping leaves. Just like the genus Lockhardtia in the
Oncidiinae family. Many of these orchids make a magnificent architectural display as a plant and are very attractive
hung indoors as a foliage plant from time to time. No orchid will be happy in an indoor environment for too long but
you can take your plants into the house to enjoy them for a couple of weeks and then swap them back again. They will
tolerate that situation easily. Just don’t leave them hanging inside in front of the fan or air-conditioner too long.
I grow several of these species because I admire the form of the plant. Have a look at these few examples and see
what you think. Perhaps this is an aspect of orchids you have been overlooking?

D. aloifolium

D. rosellum

D. keithii

D. sphenochilum

D. patentilobum

6. Gomesa marshalliana and its hybrid with forbesii – ‘benched’ by Chris Wilson
Chris has a rather different way of growing these
Brazillian beauties but it sure works a treat for him.
Chris made the cross here himself too, and flasked the
seed, and raised the babies. Quite an accomplishment if
you ask me, and there is one further trick involved. O.
marshallianum as it is a Spring flowering species, and
forbesii flowers in Autumn. Which means you have to
marshallianum x forbesii
marshallianum
store the pollen in the refrigerator until you have a nice
forbesii flower to pollinate. I know the experts do these things all the time but it is all just
trifle outside my desired skillset so I have to admire it when I know of it.
Chris’s hybrid has much better shape than the marshallianum species (which is a fairly
typical marshallianum), but compared to the overall shape and colour of forbesii, it is not
perhaps the success he was hoping for. But then again, seeedlings in a primary hybrid
forbesii
cross are likely to range in all shapes and colour combinations from one extreme of the
range to the other, so I wouldn’t be surprised if some of the others were better.
7. Gomesa Rainer – benched by Trevor and Pauline Onslow.
This lovely orchid is nowhere to be found in Orchidwiz but curiously, several
entries on Pinterest dated 2015 say it is Onc. croesus x Oriflame. You can easily
see the species croesus in the hybrid but Oriflame is an oddball. It is a 1932 hybrid
between Onc concolor and (marshallianum x concolor). It is one of the old hybrids
used in the development of the early “Specialty’s Cameo” hybrids. I am sure
Trevor knows what I mean by that reference as he and I did several talks at
different clubs using a great Powerpoint put together by one of our old members Dave Butler.
If I might explain. Specialty’s Cameo was a ‘new’ kind of Oncidium hybrid that
showed up in the late 1980’s, based on a chance outcome from an Oncidium
concolor hybrid called ‘Specialty’s Cameo’. The picture on the left here is Onc
concolor, the right is Specialty’s Cameo. The new hybrid line maintained much of
the concolor shape but to varying degrees had almost black brown upper parts and
they proved to be very popular. The first two hybrids using Specialty’s Cameo were
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with Oriflame (to produce Cameo Spring), and with Onc crispum (now Gomesa imperatoris-maximiliani) to produce
Cameo Sunset.
Frankly, I am a bit suspicious about the purported background of Rainer. I see no concolor influence in Rainer at all.
It looks more like a very nice cultivar of croesus but that doesn’t mean there aren’t genetics there than I can see. I
think I will just say I really like Trevor’s Gomesa Rainer, whatever it is. Trevor grows Onc. croesus really well and he
obviously does just as well with Rainer. Nice work.
8. Masdevallia Earl Bishop ‘Goodstuff’ – benched by Dora Law
This is a really nice Masdevallia. It originally came from Royale Orchids and ‘Goodstuff’ was
one of Kevin Hipkins’ favourite ‘Aussie’ nicknames for a really good orchid.
I am sure he sold many pieces of this one but I bought one of them and it is just what it says. A
nice medium size flower, up above the leaves but not too high. Good colour, and two toned at
that. It is a good grower and very hardy. I have done my best to make sure it is widely distributed
– which means of course that I have sold lots of bits on the sales table to pay for my supplies.
And Dora is growing it perfectly, as you can see from the lovely leaves as well as the flowers.
These orange Masdevallias come from the species veitchiana which grows at quite high
elevations in the Andes. Much of it can be found all around the mountain sides around Machu Pichu. Another great,
hardy, cold tolerant orchid, and a wonderful parent.
9. Reed stem Epidendrums – ‘benched’ by many. If October was peak softcane month,
then perhaps November and following summer months are when we see all the reed
stem Epi’s flower their heads off.
There was a time when the only reed stems you ever saw in Sydney were the old red or
orange ones. Gardeners grew them as garden plants in the front yard for a bit of constant
colour. Something that didn’t need to be watered or cared for, it just grew and flowered.
They were a bit straggly as a grower but once it got a bit of size you just shaped it with hedge shears to bush it up a
bit, and away it went again, just thicker. We used to call them all Epi radicans or secundum but goodness knows what
they really were, and who cares anyway.
Nowadays we are seeing a lot more modern
hybrids in all sorts of attractive colours. They are
bred to be shorter, compact, and prettier, but
unfortunately for us Sydneysiders, the new ones
are all pretty much more tropical orchids and
unsuitable for outdoor growing where the
temperatures drops to anywhere near frosts.
Helen’s Pride ‘Kaui’
Candy Valley
Wedding Valley
10. Capanemia uliginosa (or probably now C. superflua) - ‘benched’ by Trevor and Pauline Onslow
What a magnificent little orchid. I
have watched Trevor growing
this a little star larger every year
and have had great pleasure
seeing it mature. It is everything I
ever hoped for when I bought a
flask from Burleigh Park Orchids
probably more than 20 years ago.
This is the last seedling left from
that flask. When I deflasked them
I grew them in every different
way I could imagine but my skills
at the time were lacking, and this
one I gave Trevor is the last
survivor. I even tried twice more in more recent years when Jody Cutajar brought back a flask after one of his trips to
Brazil and sold some little mounted babies at our Sydney orchid fairs. Alas, they didn’t like me either and died.
Trevor has tried to give me back this baby a few times but I am desperate for him to keep doing what he does. That
guy can grow leaves on a dead stick. At least this way I feel I am sort of a ‘godfather’ at least and I know all about it
and love it when Trevor flowers it. It is really exciting to see it developing into a little specimen. Such a wonder.
I am rather conscious that I seem to be continually telling you about orchids I fail at, and I want to state confidently
that I do grow a huge number of orchid types very well. But no matter how good a grower you may be, if there aren’t
some you have failed at, you haven’t tested yourself yet, and it is dishonest and dumb to not admit your failures.
Capanemia is an Oncidiinae genus of perhaps 9 species of dwarf epiphytes from Brazil, Paraguay, and Argentina. I
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think uliginosa/superflua is the most attractive. The little flowers are about 1cm, so are quite showy. Charles Baker
tells us that this one “grows in cooler mountains zones where it grows on slender twigs with mosses and lichens at
elevations above 500 m. The equivalent latitudes in Australia would be about Rockhampton in Qld to the NSW border
so this elevation is not that high and not that cool. In this habitat in Sth America the night temperatures might get
down to 8 or 9°C and day temperatures up to maybe 30. It rains regularly all year round but a little less in winter.
Summing up, these are twig epiphytes in a mild, moist to warm temperate climate. They get regular water and
humidity. Pretty much the same as many other Oncidiinae twig epiphytes like the Tolumnias, Rodrigeuzias, Leochilus
and numerous intergeneric genera involving them. No wonder Trevor grows this one so well. He and his old friend
Frank also excelled with what used to be called Howeara Lava Burst and similar relatives.
Thank you for sharing with us Trev. Just keep growing that little treasure. It must be worth a fortune by now.
11. Rodrumnia Willowbank Freckles – benched by Lina Huang
Speaking of miniature twig epiphyte Oncidiinae, as we were, how about this delightful equitant
Oncidium of Lina’s. I think it is fair to still call it an equitant Oncidium because despite one
parent being Rodrigeuzia venusta, the other parent (Tolumnia Willowbank Strawberry) is a
seventh generation, 8 species mix of different Tolumnia species.
Tolumnias were originally known as Oncidiums, and because they have fleshy, triangular cross
section three sides leaves arranged in a fan shape with their bases overlapping, they became
known as ‘equitant’ Oncidiums. The word equitant meaning overlapping.
Anyway, many Tolumnias and Rodrigeuzias are more or less twig epiphytes, like Capanemia.
They grow mostly on the small outer branchlets of shrubs and trees. They may sometimes grow on trunks or other
convenient host with their roots growing in amongst mosses and lichen, but they likely as not also have a host of air
roots exploring all round the plant looking for another branch to grab onto.
The pioneer for hybridizing what are now Tolumnias, was W. W. Goodale Moir . For those interested in this group,
Moirs 1980 book ‘Breeding Variegata Oncidiums’ is still a must as an amazing introduction and insight into the
group. The reason the title says Variegata Oncidiums, is because the first species of the group described, and the one
upon which they are based, was Oncidum (now Tolumnia) variegata.
These are a hugely colourful group and as hybrids they contain reds, yellows, oranges, pinks, spots, splashes and just
about every other pattern of colour you could imagine. Google them and check. They are also reasonably easy to grow
provided you remember that they are ‘Twig Epiphytes’. They can’t stand wet feet. I have also discovered over the
years that they are particularly prone to boisduval scale which can kill them in less than 2 or 3 years if not treated.
Tolumnia hybrids are regularly sold at shows and fairs and are a lovely orchid to try out. Give them a go.
12. Oncidium incurvum x Oncidium leucochilum – benched by Lina Huang
This one isn’t registered just yet but it looks good enough to suggest that it will be. Lina’s
description says “…. a medium size plant that produces a 2 metre long flower spike with
branches that carry 40, small, 3 cm wide and 4 cm vertical, flowers.” Just what you would
expect with these parents. Both have very long, whippy, narrowly branched flower spikes. The
leucochilum spike can be up to 3 metres long, the incurvum spike less but still 1 to 1.5 metres.
In both cases the branches are short and widely spaced.
O. incurvum is also one of the very few Oncidiums with pink flowers which makes it a desirable
parent. Orchids with long whippy spikes like these rarely grow it
upright. The aim is to arch the flowers out and away from
whatever the host provides, to make them more accessible to
pollinators. In culture in a shadehouse you can stake them to do
what you want but a straight up 2 metre spike is a bit hard to get
in the car. I think they lend themselves to allowing the grower to
express their artistic skill in flower arrangement.
Both parents have very nice, long lasting, lightly perfumed
Onc. leucochilum
flowers. Linas hybrid flowers look very attractive with the best
of both parents. A nice find Lina.

With Apologies to Jack Daniels - A husband and wife were on a holiday together. The wife was angry at her
husband for spending all of his free time in a bar. So one night he took her along with him.
"What will you have?" the man asked the woman. "Oh I don't know," she replied. "The same as you I suppose."
The husband ordered a couple of Jack Daniels and threw his down in one shot. His wife watched him, then took a sip
from her glass and immediately spat it out.
"Yuck," she yelled. "That's terrible! I don't know how you can drink this stuff."
"Well there you go," the husband replied. "And you thought I was out enjoying myself every night!"
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Let me Tell you a Story – “I have just bought a Den. thyrsiflorum, densiflorum, farmeri, Mousmee?
Which is it?” - There were some magnificent specimens of various members of this group in this month’s Virtual
Benching. The official name for this group of closely related species is Dendrobium Section Callista. Some now call
it Section Densiflora but I haven’t read the basis for that so I will stick to Callista. There are about 14 species in this
showy group and unfortunately it is quite common for growers to get the names mixed up. That was demonstrated yet
again this month with submissions to the virtual benching. They are all beautiful so it doesn’t matter that much which
one you have, but because other growers may seek to buy one for themselves based on the pictures, I try to make sure
they are labelled correctly.
Lee’s densiflorum
The two most showy, and most commonly grown are D.
thyrsiflorum, and D. densiflorum, so I will start with them. If
it is just one or the other of these, they are easy to tell apart
once in flower. D. densiflorum is all gold, thyrsiflorum is
white with a gold lip. When not in flower they look much the
same. Pseudobulb sizes can vary a little but they are 40 cm or
so tall, more or less round in shape, but pretty much the same
Lina’s thyrsiflorum
diameter the whole length and fairly strongly ridged. Hard to
tell apart and I never try.
D. chrystotoxum var suavissimum ►
To help remember, “g” from gold flowers is closest in the alphabet to “d” in densiflorum.
There is one other Callista species (D. chrysotoxum) with ‘similar’ gold flowers to densiflorum,
but the plants look nothing alike. D. chrysotoxum has a shorter, stubbier pseudobulb with a
distinctive club shape. Narrow at the base, fat in the middle and then tapering again toward the
top. There are several different flower colour combinations in chrysotoxum, from all gold, to
gold with a reddish centre like this one which is known as ‘variety suavissimum’. Some have
longer pseudobulbs than others. Perhaps 20-25cm would be typical, but some are shorter like
those in this picture. Regardless of all that, you can see you could never confuse densiflorum with chrysotoxum.
So what is the next issue that gets mixed up? Well we had a couple this month. Probably the third most popular
species is D. farmeri. Its flowers are fairly similar to thryrsiflorum but
there are significant differences.
D. farmeri ►
When not in flower, look at the plants. D. farmeri is shorter, and has 4
sided ‘square cross section’ pseudobulbs that taper similarly to
chrysotoxum. That is, narrow at the bottom, then fatter, and tapering
at the top although not as sharply as chrysotoxum. When they are in
flower, farmeri can be either white or pink or any grade in between,
but the lip is always gold in the centre with a white to pink strip on the
lower edge. It has a ‘bib’. ----- D. thyrsiflorum NEVER has this arrangement.
Farmeri also has a less commonly seen close cousin called D. palpebrae which also has the square stems and the white
tipped lip but I will not go into explaining the difference between the cousins.
There was one more beautiful and popular gold flowered Dendrobium Callista species
benched in the VB this month and that is Den lindleyi (often labelled D. aggregatum), but
it’s plant form and habit are very different and could never be mixed up those previously
mentioned. The pseudobulbs are only 5-10 cm tall, ridged, squat, and fat in the middle.
Trevor’s
D. lindleyi also has a smaller, cousin species, with which lindleyi is sometimes confused.
lindleyi
This is D. jenkinsii which looks like a miniature lindleyi. But perhaps that is a subject for
another day. I don’t want to confuse you anymore than necessary in one go.
What I do need to mention is the Callista hybrids. The most famous one being Den.
Mousmee. This is the manmade hybrid between D. amabile (syn bronckartii) and D. thyrsiflorum, and it looks like a
giant pink thyrsiflorum with a huge inflorescence with many flowers. It used to be very
Mousmee
rarely seen because the cross was first made in 1941 by the famous French nursery Vacherot
and Lecoufle and was not made again until perhaps recently. Very few of that first cross are
still alive today but with more sophisticated culture, those are being grown and divided and
more and more can be purchased. The reason it wasn’t ever re-made before now was
because D. amabile was lost to cultivation for more than 50 years. It has now been re-found,
seedlings have been produced, and plants can be purchased although quite expensive
because they are rare. I don’t know for sure but by now Mousmee must have been remade
because it is much sought after.
Unfortunately, anything much sought after always demands a premium price, and as a
result, many ‘fake’ Mousmees have been sold throughout the community. One particular supposed Mousmee cultivar,
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‘L. Bradford’ (in honour of Lloyd Bradford), even received a cultural award in Sydney in 2003 and has been the
subject of much debate. When a grower consulted Vacherot and Lecoufle, it was the nursery’s opinion that ‘Mousmee
L. Bradford’ was actually a sample of the cross between thyrsiflorum and farmeri, and I am convinced they are right.
However, this hasn’t stopped it’s trade as Mousmee despite that fact that ‘Bradford’ is very short even for a
thyrsiflorum let alone a Mousmee, and although it has a pinkish tinge, it is only very lightly coloured.
With some doubt being now cast on the cultivar with the name ‘L. Bradford’ many growers who paid big money for it
as a Mousmee, have now dropped the ‘L. Bradford’ name and just sell it as Mousmee. It is being sold all over Sydney
and probably many other places, and this is hugely confusing the marketplace for the real Mousmee. Despite it being
a magnificent orchid, you should all be very careful in buying Mousmee. There are many fakes out there and
everyone who gets tricked makes the problem worse by propagating it.
Other hybrids - With the beauty of the Callista species, it is hardly surprising that there are many, many hybrids
between them all. D. thyrsiflorum has been crossed with amabile, densiflorum, farmeri, palpebrae, chrysotoxum.
Farmeri has been crossed with amabile, densiflorum, thyrsiflorum, Mousmee, Farmeri-thyrsiflorum.
I won’t list them all. But these are all long lived orchids and labels get lost. You can see that there must be many
orchids out there among growers that are actually hybrids and they are very hard to distinguish from the species.
- If a species name is presented, I can tell you if it is plainly a wrong name, but I can’t be totally sure whether it is a
species or hybrid.
- When a hybrid name is presented I look at the characteristics and see if the features are consistent with the parents.
- If no name is presented, I can look for the characteristics of the species and guess at whether it might be a species
or, if I think it is a hybrid, guess the likely parents. But none of any of the above is even close to an exact science.
Don’t be ashamed or reticent if your orchid has a wrong name. Every grower’s collection has them. If you are given
correction advice from what you believe is a reliable source, fix the tag and move on. It happens all the time.
--------------------The Secret Drunk - A husband arrives home very late on St Patrick’s Day, a little the worse the wear for alcohol.
He had trouble opening the door because the key hole kept moving. Eventually he got the door open and staggered in,
but in attempting to climb the stairs he fell backwards landing on the 2 bottles of whisky he had in his hip pockets.
The bottles shattered, and the broken glass caused a fair amount injury. He staggered to the bathroom to inspect the
damage, took off his trousers, all torn & bloody, and grabbed a towel to staunch the flow of blood. Looking over his
shoulder he could see in the mirror that he had numerous lacerations to both buttocks. So he searched and found a
large box of Band Aids. Again using the mirror he carefully covered each cut with a Band Aid. Then off to bed.
In the morning his wife said "You were drunk again last night!" The husband replied "What makes you think that"
Wife : “Last night I heard you trying to open the door but turned over and went back to sleep. But this morning I
found the door open with your key still in it and I thought ‘he must have been drunk’. Then I found the carpet soaked
in whisky and I thought ‘he must have been drunk’. Then I found a trail of blood to the bathroom and I thought ‘he
must have been drunk’. Then I found the trousers all torn, bloodied and with glass in the pockets and I thought ‘he
must have been drunk’. Then the towel all soaked with blood and I thought ‘he must have been drunk’.
But when I found the 156 band aids stuck to the mirror, I knew you had been drunk again.
--------Drink Driving - I’d like to share an experience with you all, about the dangers of drinking and driving. As you well
know, some of us have been known to have had brushes with the authorities on our way home from the odd social
session over the years.
A couple of nights ago, I was out for a few drinks with some friends and had a few too many beers and some rather
nice vodka. Knowing full well I may have been slightly over the limit, I did something I've never done before - I took
a bus home.
I arrived home safely and without incident, which was a real surprise, as I have never driven a bus before and am not
sure where I got it from!
---------Chess Players - The big chess tournament was taking place at the Plaza in New York. After the first day's
competition, many of the winners were sitting around in the foyer of the hotel talking about their matches and
bragging about their wonderful play. After a few drinks they started getting louder and louder until finally, the desk
clerk couldn't take any more and kicked them out.
The next morning the Manager called the clerk into his office and told him there had been many complaints about his
being so rude to the hotel guests....instead of kicking them out, he should have just asked them to be less noisy.
The clerk responded, "I'm sorry, but if there's one thing I can't stand, it's chess nuts boasting in an open foyer."
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